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ABSTRACT:- 

This paper investigation of a literature survey of many video de-noising techniques and improve the noisy 

videos. Mostly video denoising technique is done by the motion detection technique. In video de-noising 

detection of objects is the first level. In this level some time completed through motion detection. In this paper, 

we study the different types of filters which is used to video de-noising. Read the many algorithms of video de-

noising. Back of days introduced much noise remove filter such as Gaussian filter, Kalman filter etc.  
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I. INTRODUCTION:- 

Video denoising generates in two words first is the video and second ones denoise. A video is the combination 

of the images. It is an electronic medium which is use recording, copying, playback, broadcasting, and display 

the moving visual media. Mechanical television systems are the first video developer which is then quickly 

replaced by cathode ray tube (CRT) system.  1951 the First video tape recorder took a live image from 

television cameras. The base layer and detail layer these two layers have in the videos. 

 Which process that helps to remove noise from the video signal call denoising[10]. Spatial video denoising, 

temporal video denoising, and spatial-temporal video denoising these methods used in video denoising.[8-9] 

Spatial video denoising is applied all the frame individually for removing the noise in the video. Temporal video 

denoising is useful where noise between frames is reduced and spatial-temporal video denoising methods are 

used for 3D video denoising and it is the mixture of the spatial and temporal denoising methods mostly noise 

produced when we used low-quality cameras, bad weather, and rainy season, video file size. Many types of filter 

are used in video denoising like Kalman filter, Adaptive filtering, and Wiener filter and wavelet thresholding. 

Used these types of filter remove all the noise in videos and pay smooth videos. 

 

II. TYPES OF  NOISE:-     

In video mostly two types of noise have been generated. 

1):- Analog noise 

2):-Digital noise     

ANALOG NOISE:- 

Analog noise also artifacts 3 types. Firstly, Radio channel artifacts because of high-frequency interference, 

brightness and color channel interference, false contouring appearance. Secondly, VHS artifacts because of 
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color-specific degradation, brightness and color channel interference, chaotic line shift at the end of frame and 

old VHS or obstruction of magnetic heads. Thirdly,  Filmartifacts because of dust, spy, scratches, fingerprints 

and emulsion exfoliation(curling). 

DIGITAL NOISE:-     

Digital noise producesFirstly, Low bitrate artifacts (blocking). Secondly, Medium and low bitrates artifact 

especially on animated cartoons. Thirdly, Blocks damage in case of losses in the digital transmission channel or 

disk injury. 

 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY:- 

Chien – Hsiung Lin, Kuo-Liaing Chung [1] propose the novel Chroma subsampling techniques. This method 

based on mathematical optimization technique. This technique compressing mosaic videos with the help of 

RGB-CFA structures in H.264/AVC and high-efficiency video coding (HEVC).After 28 test video with seven 

RGB-CFA structures determines that the proposed Chroma subsampling technique. This achieves better quality 

and bitrate trade-off at a similar implementation time requirement for compressing mosaic video in H.264/AVC 

and HEVC compared with the state-of-the-art. 

Jin Young Lee and Hyun Wook Park [2] produced virtual view image quality this method rejected the depth 

residual if its influence is small. This method improves the synthesized image quality. Filter parameter is 

directly determined the error between the original and reconstructed depth maps. Reconstructed depth map 

according to synthesis distortion they applied depth filtering. Results of purpose method were significantly most 

efficient in terms of coding presentation and subjective 3D quality and compatible with the current 3D-AVC. 

The concept of the techniques could also be applied using 3D-HEVC. 3D-AVC and  3D-HEVC are based on 

different video codes.   

Xinfeng Zhang, Ruiqin Xiong, Weisi Lin, Jian Zhang, Shiqi Wang, Siwei Ma and Wen Gao [3] introduces 

NALF based on image low- rank prior for video compression this method defined every video image according 

to their similarity divided into different image patch-groups. Solve the noise reduction problem they utilized the 

soft-thresholding operation. Examine these techniques they show that the proposed NALF can more develop the 

compression performance for HEVC, mainly for video sequences with lots of related structure. 

C. Jaichander, M. Santhoshkumar, K. Vijayakumar, C. Vinothkumar and V. Vijayakanth [4] propose video data 

hiding framework which is used of erasure correction capability of RA codes and advantage of FDM and QIM 

as the data hiding methods of this framework. The examine results see that FZDH is better as compare to QIM, 

mostly for low embedding distortion states. Results also show that the framework can be effectively applied in 

video and application of the data hiding. 

Jing Dong and Haibo Liu [5] propose a robust motion model and a novel real-time motion filter to overcome the 

real-time video stabilization and DVS technology owing to the time limitation and requirement for high 

reliability. This method can proposal real-time stabilizing for a wide range of videos that is achieved the existing 

methods. 
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Bo Du, Yujia Sun, Shihan Cai, Chen Wu and Qian Du [6] introduced new fusion tracker for object tracking in 

satellite video. New fusion tracker fuses the kernel correlation filter (KCF) tracker and Three-frame-difference 

techniques. Satellite image has a million pixels and the image has a low resolution, many outdated object 

tracking algorithm cannot provide suitable results. A benefit of both the KCF tracker and three-frame difference 

method and fuses them with specific techniques. They recognize every candidate box‟s attraction value by 

calculating its distance by the KCF tracker and the three-frame-difference calculation propose result on three 

satellite video display that fusion tracker outdoes five state-of-the-art trackers inaccurate plots. 

Jinsheng Xiao, Wentao Zou, Shangyue Zhang, Junfeng Lei, Wen Wang, Yuan-Fang Wang [7] proposed an 

algorithm which is used for video denoising based on improved dual domain filtering and 3D block matching. 

Suggested algorithm is introduced threshold denoising based on 3D block-matching to developed DDID (dual-

domain image denoising) for extending it to videos. This algorithm uses the image found by the wavelet 

threshold denoising to chance the guided image of the original DDID algorithm for the unsmooth base layer. It 

increases the shrinkage of STFT coefficients for the residual noise in the detail layer of the main DDID 

algorithm .they show results this algorithm overcome complication of classic dual domain filtering algorithms 

and gain best subjective and objective denoising effects.  

 

IV. CONCLUSION:- 

In this paper our discussion about previous methods and algorithm for different techniques for noise reduction 

and provided the better quality of a video. The authors show video denoising which is based on dual domain 

filtering and 3D block matching. This algorithm Use the image create by wavelet threshold denoising to chance 

the guided image of the original dual domain image denoising algorithm. Future work of the video denoising is 

the comparison of different types of filters which is denoise the videos.  
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